Graduate Student Fellowships 2006-07

Alice Webber Glover In Math Scholarship
Taeyong Ahn
Xueying Hu
Wansu Kim
John Mackay

Arthur Herbert Copeland, Sr. Memorial Scholar
Russell Golman

Cameron & John Courtney Scholarship
Nathan Totz
Crystal Zeager

CONACYT
Gerardo Hernandez

Fulbright
Richard Vasques

G. Cleaves Byers Endowment
Brian Jacobson
Hao Xing

Lucent Fellowship
Ellen Eischen

Luther Claborn Mathematics Fellows
Kyle Ormsby

Mathematics Alumni Scholarship
Eugene Eisenstein
Ashley Selegue
Lindsey Selegue

Mathematics Department Graduate Fellowship
Catherine Dupuis
Timothy Ferguson
Leo Goldmakher
Geri Izbicki
Brian Jennings
Harlan Kadish
Ryan Kinser
Austin Shapiro
Paul Shearer
Benjamin Weiss
Nina White

Mathematics Outstanding GSI Award
John Mackay
Jared Maruskin
Sourya Shrestha

Mathematics Scholarship Fund
Nicholas Rupprecht

National Physical Science Consortium Fellowship
Marie Snipes

National Defense Science and Engineering Graduate Fellowship
Brian Wyman

National Science Foundation Fellows
David Constantine
Ellen Veomett

Natural Science & Engineering Research Council of Canada Scholarship
Luis Serrano
Xinyun Sun

Rackham International Fellowship
Zhengjie Xu

Rackham One-Term Dissertation Fellows
Sara Heusel (Winter)
KyungYong Lee (Winter)
Giancarlo Urzua (Fall)

Rackham Predoctoral Fellow
Bryden Cais
Alvaro Pelayo

Rackham Science Award (RSA)
Jonathan Bober
Aubrey da Cunha
Oscar Fernandez
Tamara Flournoy
Daniel Hernandez
Ricardo Portilla
Felipe Ramirez
Chelsea Walton

Regents’ Fellowship
Johanna Mangahas
Research Training Grant (RTG)- Algebra
David Anderson
Kyle Hofmann
Yogesh More
Hannah Robbins
Susan Sierra
Joe Stubbs
Kevin Tucker

Research Training Grant (RTG)- Geometry
Jasun Gong
Christopher Hammond
Diane Vavrichek
Marshall Williams

Royal Thai Government Scholarship
Panu Sam-ang

Sumner B. Myers Memorial Prize
Yann Bernard
Samuel Payne

Departmental Scholarship Spring 2006
Clara Blakelock
Henry Boateng
Kelli Carlson
Sohhyun Chung
Jiaru Fei
Jose Gonzalez
Mark Iwen
Stephanie Jakus
Fidel Jimenez
Paul Johnson
Shin-Yao Jow
Brian Jurgelewicz
Hyosang Kang
Daniel Kneezel
Marc Krawitz
Cagatay Kutluhan
Michelle Lee
Michael Lieberman
Victor Lozovanu
Aaron Magid
Ray Maleh
Gregory McNulty
Ajinkya More
Tomoki Ohsawa
Jordan Sahattchieve
Alan Stapledon
Elizabeth Twentyman
Giancarlo Urzua
Liz Vivas
Ting Wang
Emily Witt
Szymon Wojczyszyn
Qian Yin
Hsu-Wen Young